A Streamlined, Efficient Inspection Process

Testimony
Jerry, Service Manager for an independent crane manufacturing company.

Trained field technician visits
crane/hoist operator for inspection.

1.

Technician uses a Crane Logic tablet preloaded
with customer data, including serial numbers
for all parts to be inspected, service history, and
historical records on each part, plus video and
photos from prior inspections with comments.

2.

Technician uses hand held video camera to
capture new inspection data, thereby eliminating
any subjective service calls while creating
permanent record of equipment status.

3.

Upon completion of inspection, technician
uploads video files to www.cranelogic.com
for storage along with extensive
comments and Deficiency Report.

4.

Report is readily accessible to customer, OSHA,
and repair/scheduling personnel. Report also
includes Repair Recommendations. Reports
stored on web for reduced hard files and more
efficient record keeping, plus greater data control.

5.

With the CRANE LOGIC ERP system or bridge to
your existing ERP, customer can then efficiently
check inventory and prepare estimate and
schedule repair date, thereby maximizing
productivity and reducing time and potential
liabilities prior to repair.

6.

“We were involved with the pilot testing for Crane Logic. This system will truly
revolutionize the way we inspect cranes and manage reporting, service, repairs,
inventory, training – you name it. Having all the information in one web based
system is a HUGE time saver, and makes us so much more efficient. Wherever
I am, I can access an incredible amount of information from my laptop. Whether
I need inventory records, service tech info and who is on call, part numbers and
pricing, inspection history, or video from past jobs, it is just a click away. Plus, having
pictures of parts and the inspection history reports at my fingertips is a tremendous
teaching tool. I can work with four or five technicians at once and share my 20+
years experience on when a part should be replaced based on video cataloged
documents illustrating the wear and tear. Our technicians also love having the
tablets preloaded with all the critical data – including serial numbers – for inspection.
This and the touch key pad to record part status eliminate handwriting errors and
allow the technician to concentrate on the inspection. To top it off, we can leave
the customer with a printed report or they can access reports online – cutting
down on paper use, filing, and eliminating misplaced reports.”

Crane Inspection and ERP Management Systems
for the World’s Top Manufacturing Industries

For more information about the CRANE LOGIC Inspection and ERP Management
Systems or a bridge to your current ERP system, please contact:
P 616.676.0396
E info@cranelogic.com
555 Ada Drive | Ada, MI 49301
www.cranelogic.com
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Automotive
Chemicals
Concrete Production Manufacturing
Construction Materials
Crane Manufacturing
Machine Shops
Materials Handling
Metals and Mining
Metal Service Centers
Paper Manufacturing
Plane Engines and Parts
Plane Manufacturing
Power Plants Paper & Forest Products
Synthetic Materials
Tool & Die
Utilities
US Railways
Waste Water Facilities

Crane Logic Inspection & ERP
Real Time Management Systems
Revolutionizing Overhead Crane & Hoist Inspection

Traditional Inspection Practices
This chart illustrates traditional and subcontracted
approaches to meeting OSHA inspection requirements.
In-House Programs

Overhead crane and hoist inspection is regulated by the Federal and State
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) to ensure manufacturers
build and install equipment according to compliance, employers maintain equipment
properly, and employees undergo continuous training and best practices to safely
operate on and near machinery.
It only takes one accident to validate the importance of these regulations, yet
unfortunately, OSHA’s records tell some very gruesome and fatal tales about
safety and inspection violations.

OSHA Regulations Include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overhead Crane Inspection Requirements
Initial Crane and Inspection Testing
Hoisting and Lowering
Trolley and Bridge Travel
Limit Switches
Locking and Safety Devices
Rated Test Loads
Operator Daily Check List Daily Visual Inspections on: Pendant station or remote;
Upper & Lower Limits; Hoist operation; Trolley operation; Bridge operation; End
stops; Cross conductor; Wire rope or Chain; Rope Reeving; Hook & Latch; Warning
Device; Warning Tag Visual Inspection.
• Inspection of cranes which have been idle for a period of 1 month or more,
but less than 6 months
• Preventive Maintenance Requirements
• Record Keeping – reports kept on file for readily access; must include the date
of inspection, the signature of the person who performed the inspection and the
serial number, or other identifier of the items.

Coordination
Training Expense
Documentation &
Record Keeping
Accountability
Advantages
Disadvantages

Internal matrix between
departments
Required to build and
maintain skill sets
Internal sources
deployed
Direct accountability
Control of date;
self sufficient
Fixed indirect costs;
independent

Subcontracted
Client-vendor coordination
Nominal

The CRANE LOGIC
Inspection System includes:
• Windows-based tablet for field data collection.
Can use either stylus or touchscreen for input
as well as standard laptop style keyboard.
• Camera with wireless capability for taking
photos and short video of inspected crane
system components.
• Web based Crane Logic Video
Inspection Software.

Subcontracted

To realize the full potential of this technology,
integrate the inspection module with:

Shared accountability

• The CRANE LOGIC web based ERP System for
24/7 access to inspection information and
historical records across your entire organization,
interfacing with accounting, inventory, scheduling,
service and the finance departments; or
• Integrate the CRANE LOGIC bridge to your existing ERP system.

Variable; less time spent managing
Dependent on vendor; less control

Crane Logic: A Revolutionary Alternative
• Frustrated with the ‘old school’ method of overhead crane and hoist inspection?
• Fed up with a process which relies on subjective visual spot checks and wear
and tear best estimates?
• Bogged down with handwritten reports and archaic hard copy filing and
standalone recordkeeping?
Crane industry experts have joined forces with digital inspection and software
engineers to launch CRANE LOGIC. Building on patented video inspection
technology and crane industry inspection expertise, CRANE LOGIC is the result
of 4 years of intensive software and video development that will revolutionize
the Crane and Hoist Inspection Industry.

ERP Projected Efficiencies
Consider the savings associated with:
• Streamlined Service Management – uploading inspection reports within minutes
to accelerate required service scheduling, repair estimating, inventory checks
and part ordering.
• Real time Record Keeping – All inspection reports, photos, videos, and technician
comments are stored on www.cranelogic.com for 24/7 access, thereby
eliminating time and staff disruptions to locate reports for OSHA spot checks.
Electronic files also eliminate unnecessary hard files and paper/storage waste.
Eliminating handwritten reports eliminates errors in interpreting handwriting
and allows technician to concentrate on inspection.
• Reduced liability or equipment shutdown while waiting for repairs.
• Elimination of inspection technician errors with preloaded equipment data
and video records.
• Historical repair records to guide future repair vs. capital equipment
replacement decisions.
• Better parts inventory management.
• Overall improved management of inspection compliance and reduction of risk.

